New Features in Reunion 13
Feature

Location

What it does

1. Change Log

Navbar: Logs> Down Arrow>
Change Log

2.a. Find – short

Navbar: Find, or Command F

Keeps track of changes made to family file, when and where they
were made.
Searches everywhere. Will find what you want without configuring
anything

2.b. Find - advanced

Navbar: Find> Down Arrow>
Advanced; or Option Command F

3. Bowtie chart

Navbar: Charts> Bowtie

4. Summary sidebar

Configure up to four search conditions; includes pre-sets

Two ancestor charts sewn together, husband and wife; can include
their children.
Personal statistics: number of ancestors or descendants; a list of
descendants by relationship; surnames of ancestors; names of halfLower Left and Upper Right Sidebars
siblings and more; ability to drill down for more detail, exploration,
or navigation

5. Surname tracer

Lower Left and Upper Right Sidebars List of surnames of ancestors, descendants, and surname variations

6. Find Relationship

Navbar: Find> Down Arrow> Find Provides an instant graphic, including relationship, copy to paste
Relationship; or Option Command R into an email; option to create a chart

7. Color tags

Dedicated Sidebar with new enhancements: Shows in person
Lower Left and Upper Right Sidebars buttons, sidebars, lists, tree view (if enabled). Includes presets;
editable.
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Click on the 3 dots to see a new window which provides a quick,
display of info about a person, couple, source record, or surname
without having to navigate. Appears in most lists.

8. Quickview Button

3 dots, hover to see. Appears in
sidebars, lists, at the right side of the
name; in family view with other
children or other spouses; in
Connections, Summary Sidebar,
Change Logs, and more

9. Multimenu Button

Button with 3 lines above Notes,
shows number of items

10. Connections

Shows connections, web links, source citations, and email links
imbedded in a note field, making it easy to reveal any of these items
buried in a large body of note text.
New feature lets you connect people to others who may or may not
be related by blood or marriage. To create a connection, the person
has to be in your family file. You may need to add unrelated
people. (Edit>Add unrelated person).
Create a connection - two steps:
Round blue icon inside a person
1.Drag a person (their name or button) from one the family view, a
button in family view; listed in
sidebar, or a list.
Multimenu button in Notes;
2.Drop it into another person's notes field (in the family view, or in
underlined text in note field, logs,
the Edit Person > Notes panel), a log, or the Free-Form Text field
sources (free form field); list of all
of any source record.
Connections in Navbar:
Suggestions: Godparent, Neighbor, Unrelated person, Possible
List>Connections.
relative, Godfather, Live-in, Housekeeper, Pall bearer, Godmother,
Witness, Servant, Priest, Godchild, Witness to marriage, Unproven
link, Notary, Friend, Witness to will, Tentative link, Legatee,
House owner, Matchmaker, Hypothetical link, Executor, Killed,
Killed by, Roommate, Care Provider
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